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Excerpt: ...laughing, and yet, I dare swear,
did not understand a word of the comedy.
But in Memphis it is the fashion to know
Greek, even among the artisans. May I
hope to have you as my guest? With
pleasure, with pleasure! replied the
Lesbian. I was about to look out for a boat.
Have you done your business to your
satisfaction? Tolerably! answered the Jew.
I have purchased some corn from Upper
Egypt, and stored it in the granaries here.
The whole of that row yonder were to let
for a mere song, and so we get off cheaply
when we let the wheat lie here instead of at
Alexandria where granaries are no longer
to be had for money. That is very clever!
replied the Greek. There is bustle enough
here in the harbor, but the many empty
warehouses and the low rents prove how
Memphis is going down. Formerly this city
was the emporium for all vessels, but now
for the most part they only run in to pay the
toll and to take in supplies for their crews.
This populous place has a big stomach, and
many trades drive a considerable business
here, but most of those that fail here are
still carried on in Alexandria. It is the sea
that is lacking, interrupted the Jew;
Memphis trades only with Egypt, and we
with the whole world. The merchant who
sends his goods here only load camels, and
wretched asses, and flat-bottomed Nileboats, while we in our harbors freight fine
seagoing vessels. When the winter-storms
are past our house alone sends twenty
triremes with Egyptian wheat to Ostia and
to Pontus; and your Indian and Arabian
goods, your imports from the newly
opened Ethiopian provinces, take up less
room, but I should like to know how many
talents your trade amounted to in the
course of the past year. Well then, farewell
till we meet again on my boat; it is called
the Euphrosyne, and lies out there, exactly
opposite the two statues of the old
king-who can remember these stiff
barbarian names? In three hours we start. I
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have a good cook on board, who is not
too...
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Sisters - Official Trailer (HD) - YouTube The Secret Sisters. New music, produced by Brandi Carlile and the
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Perpetual Indulgece. Promulgating Universal Joy since 1978. Sisters GIFs - Find & Share on GIPHY 8 hours ago
ROME -- Three sisters died Wednesday after their camper burst into flames as they slept, in what news reports said
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